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Two invariants of pairs of almost commuting unitary matrices have been defined 
and used to identify those pairs which are bounded away from commuting pairs. 
The first, denoted k(U, V) for unitaries U, VE M,(C), involved K-theory, while the 
second was defined via winding numbers. We show that these invariants coincide. 
We also establish some upper bounds on Ik(U, V)I. G 1991 Academic press, kc. 
1. THE INVARIANTS 
When we speak of almost commuting unitaries, we mean that we have 
in mind some constant C > 0 and are considering all pairs U, VE %2(n), for 
any n > 1, such that 
II c u, VI II = II uv- VU(I ,< c. 
The constant C may change from one situation to the next, but it never 
should depend on n. (The only norm we use is the operator norm). 
The simplest examples are perturbations of commuting unitaries: 
U=U,+S, V=V,+Twith [U,, V,]=Oand IlSll, jITll<C/4. 
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The second example which comes to mind is the pair of unitaries that 
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1 0 0” 
where o = exp(2rr+z). Clearly 1) [S,, Sz,] I/ < C, for large n. 
The type of invariant we are considering here is a function 
z:{(U,VI IIcc:~lll<q-~, 
such that, for some other constant D > 0, 
z(U, V)=z(U’, V’) if IIU- U’II, Ill/- V’I( GD, (1.1) 
z(U, V)=O if [U, V]=O, (1.2) 
4L Q,) z 0. (1.3) 
One might wish to impose further restrictions, but only these are essential. 
Given such an invariant, one has a proof of the following theorem, proven 
first in [9]. 
THEOREM 1.1. If U, VE%!(~) are commuting uniteries, for large n, then 
max{IIU-W, /IV-Q,lI}>D. 
The first invariant we consider arose naturally during the calculation 
in [S] of the K-theory of homomorphisms from C(U*) to AF algebras. 
Details of the following can be found in [7] (but beware a change in 
orientation). 
Given any unitaries U, V (usually in M,(C), but perhaps in a 
C*-algebra), we let e( U, V) denote the following matrix (of matrices or 
over a C*-algebra): 
e(U, V)= f(V) g(V)+h(J’)U* 
g( V + W VI > l-f(V) ’ 
where f, g, h E C(S’ ) are the functions shown in Fig. 1. (They are drawn as 
periodic functions on R.) The relations between these functions imply that 
e( U, V) is an idempotent whenever U and V commute. 
A convention we shall use throughout is letting x denote the charac- 





FIG. 1. These graphs, and the relation f2+ g2+ h’=f; determine the functions used to 
define k( U, V). 
teristic function of [$, t]. Also, by a projection we always mean a self- 
adjoint idempotent. An important convention which applies to all figures is 
that, if a segment of a graph looks linear, then that portion of the depicted 
function is linear. In this way, we avoid writing down formulas defining all 
the functions we need. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If U, VE a(n), then their K-theory invariant k( U, V) is 
the integer 
dim x(e( U, V)) -n. 
In all cases, e(U, V) is self-adjoint. Since x(e(U, V)) is a projection, it 
makes sense to speak of its dimension (which equals its trace). If U and 
V commute the e(U, V) is a projection, while if they almost commute 
(the only interesting case) then e( U, V) has spectrum contained in 
( -E, E) u (1 - E, 1 + E) for some small E. This invariant basically counts the 
number of eigenvalues near 1. 
The motivation for the choice off; g, and h is that 
e(e 2rrix , e2ni-” k~,0C(~2) 
is a projection representing a vector-bundle over the torus with zeroth and 
first Chern class equal to one. We subtract off the n in Definition 1.2 to 
“cancel” this zeroth Chern class, since only the first Chern class is useful to 
us. Any other choice off, g, and h for which 
f(O)=f(l)= 1, f(f) =o, 
g([;, l])=h([O, ;])=O, 
f2+g2+h2=f 
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will produce another invariant which equals k(U, V) when II [ U, V]Il is 
small. 
As for proving that properties (l.lb(1.3) hold for k, the first two are 
quite easy to prove, while (1.3) requires a lengthy calculation (cf. [7, 
Theorem 4.21). 
The second invariant we consider also arose during K-theory calcula- 
tions, but in a very round-about way (cf. [4, Section 71). 
DEFINITION 1.3. If U, VE e(n) and I( [ U, I’]\[ < 2, then their winding 
number invariant o( U, V) is the winding number, in C\(O), of the closed 
path 
t~det((1 -t) UP’+ tVU). 
This time, all of properties (1.1) to (1.3) are trivial to check. This is 
clearly the easier invariant to use to prove Theorem 1.1, and it provides a 
good constant (D=O.4), as was shown in [S]. 
Most of this paper is devoted to proving that w( U, V) = k( U, V) when 
11 [U, VI11 is small. A benefit of this result is that the K-theory of AF 
embeddings of C(U*) can be calculated using the simpler winding number 
invariant. In the final section, we derive upper bounds on o( U, I’) that are 
used in [3] to show that, in a certain special case, the derived map on 
K-theory is always trivial. 
2. AN ALTERNATE DESCRIPTION OF THE K-THEORY INVARIANT 
Choi’s approach in [2] to almost commuting matrices suggests that 
e( U, I’) can be replaced by a simpler matrix in the description of the 
K-theory invariant. The replacement, denoted p( U, I’), is less natural 
because it only makes sense when U and I’ are matrices (or belong to a 
von Neumann algebra). It is essential, however, in the proof of our main 
theorem. 
Consider the bounded functions 1 and m on the circle, shown in Fig. 2. 
Whereas m is continuous, 1 is the function 
l(e*y = t, t E I% 11, 
which is discontinuous, a branch of (1/2xi) log. 
,,‘W ,,‘& 
l/2 1 l/2 1 
FIG. 2. These graphs, and the relation I* + m* = 1, determine the functions used to detine 
k,(U v. 
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For any pair of unitaries U and V, we let p( U, V) denote the matrix 
P(U, V)= 
i 
4 VI m(V) U* 
Um( V) 1 - I( V) > ’ 
DEFINITION 2.1. If U, VE “a(n), we define k, (U, V) as 
dim x(p( U, V)) -n. 
The discontinuity of 1 means that /I [/( V), U]II can be large when 
)/ [U, VIII is small. However, m, lm, and m2 are continuous. Therefore, if 
I( [U, V] )I is small then 
IIWV)m(V)-I(V) um(Vll and II C U, 4 VI II 
are also small. This implies immediately that p( U, V)’ is approximately 
equal to p(U, V). This invariant, again roughly speaking, counts the num- 
ber of eigenvalues of p(U, V) near one. As before, if U and V commute, 
p(U, V) is a projection. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf I/ [U, V] II is small then k, (17, V) = k( U, V). 
ProoJ In addition to the functions shown in Figs. 1 and 2, we need c, 
the characteristic function of exp(2ni[ 1, 1 )), and, for 0 < t d i, functions 1, 
and m,. These are shown in Fig. 3. Notice that 
c2 = c, cl -I If2 - 112 






’ T el / ’ T 
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t l/2 1 t l/2 1 
FIG. 3. These graphs, and the relation /f +mf = I,, determine the functions needed to 
prove Lemma 2.2. 
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and 
1, = 1, m,=m, m - h. l/2 - 
To simply things, we will write f, g, etc. in place off(V), g(V), etc. 
Let Q denote the projection 
Q=(; e>. 
We begin by examining e( U, V) in Q, (1 - Q) coordinates. 
Since ch is continuous, we may assume that 
IlchU*(l- c)ll and IlcUh(l - c)ll 
are as small as we like. This implies that Qe( U, V)(l - Q) and 
(1 - Q) e( U, V)Q are also small. Let 








By the continuity of eigenvalues for Hermitian matrices, when 1) [U, V] /I is 
small, the eigenvalues of A + B are close to those of e( U, V), and so 
TrMe(U, VI) = WdA + B)). (2.1) 
To be precise, we are using Weyl’s estimate, Eq. (2.4) below. Clearly B is 
a projection of dimension equal to the dimension of 
Bl=(i (1 “J 
Both the range of B and the range of B’ are in the kernel of A. Therefore 
A + B and A + B’ have exactly the same eigenvalues (counting multi- 
plicity), and so 
Tr(X(A + B)) = Tr(X(A + B’)). (2.2) 
Because h is continuous, (1 [h, U]II and (IcUh - Uh(l are small. Therefore 
A approximately equals 
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Consider the path of self-adjoint matrices 
x, = 
I, m,U* 
um, ! l-1, . 
One may easily show that Tr(X(X,)) is constant. Together with equations 
(2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), this proves that 
k(U, V)+n=TrX(e(U, V))=TrX(P(U, V))=k,(U, V)+n. 1 
We now recall Weyl’s estimate. In addition, we recall a similar estimate 
for unitary matrices which, while not needed for our proofs, is related to 
the estimates in Section 5. 
Suppose M and N are n by n matrices with eigenvalues tl,, . . . . CI, and 
B i, . . . . /3, (counting multiplicities). We define 
4Eig(W, WW) = min my IQ - Pockjl, 0 
where cr ranges over the permutation group S(n). Weyl showed that if H 
and K are self-adjoint matrices then 
Wig(H), Eig(K)) < IIH- KII. (2.4) 
If U and V are unitaries, it is a result of Bhatia and Davis that 
d(Eig(U), Eig( I’)) < II U- VII. 
3. LOGARITHMIC VARIATION OF UNITARIES 
For any unitary matrices U, VE%(~), 
4 v m(V) U* 
Urn(V) 1-l(UVU*) > 
(2.5) 
is a projection of dimension n. This would seem to imply that if U and 
V almost commute, k, (U, V) is always zero. The mistake, of course, is 
assuming that l(V) is close to I( UVU*). This need not be true, even though 
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V is close to UVU*. The proof of our main theorem is based on the 
following facts concerning the logarithms of unitary matrices. Recall that 
&?y = t for O<t<l. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose W(t), 0 < t d 1, is an analytic path of unitary 
matrices. Then 
has finitely many discontinuities. For each discontinuity tj, 
L, = lim Z(W(t)) 
I - t,+ 
and L- = lim Z(W(t)) 
, * t,- 
exist, and there exist disjoint projections p and q such that 
L,-L-=p-q, 
L-p=o, and L-q=q. 
Proof Since W(t) is analytic and normal, it has analytic eigenvalues 
and eigenprojections [6, Section 11.6.11. To be precise, this means that 
W(t)= i Pk(t)pk(th 
k=l 
where the pk are analytic scalar paths, the P, are analytic paths of projec- 
tions, and, for each t, (P,(t), . . . . P,(t)} is an orthogonal family summing 
to I. Therefore 
I( w(t)) = 1 lbktt)) Pk(f), 
and the result is obvious. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. For every E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that, if 




m(V) 1 -Z(V) I 
is contained in ( -E, E) u (1 - E, 1+ E). 
ProoJ We shall use x x y to indicate that (Ix - y JI + 0 uniformly, for all 
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unitary pairs, as )( U - V/I + 0. The functions m*, lm, and m are continuous 
on the circle. Therefore. 
m’(U) z m’( V), 
l(V)m(V)z/(U)m(U)zl(U)m(V) 
and so X2 -X%0. The result now follows from the spectral mapping 
theorem. 1 
4. EQUALITY OF THE INVARIANTS 
THEOREM 4.1. There is a constant C > 0 such that if (1 [U, V] I/ < C for 
U, VE U(n) then 
k(U, V)=w(U, V). 
Proof: For small (1 [U, V] (I, there exists a short, analytic path W(t) of 
unitaries from V to U* VU such that w( U, V) equals the winding number 
of det( W(t)). Consider the path 
x,= 4 V) 4 Wf)) 
m( w(t)) 1 1 - l(Wt)) ’ 
Since 
(6 (f*)PW. V)(:, ;>-x,; 
and since X,, is an n-dimensional projection, 
k(U, V)=k,(U, V)=dim~(X,)-dims. 
Let t,, . . . . t, denote the points of discontinuity of 1( W(t)), and hence of 
X,. By Lemma 3.2 we may assume that dim x(X,) is constant between the 
discontinuities. Let 
XF = lim X,, 
I - /,+ 
x,- = lim X, 
f - r,- 
and let p/- and qi be the projections of Lemma 3.1 associated to t,. Clearly, 
X,+ = X,- - Pj + Qj, 
where 





and XJ: Qj = 0. 
These relations imply that 
dim x(X,? ) - dim x(X,: ) = dim qj - dim pj. 
Therefore, 
k(U, V)=xdimqj-Edimp,. 
Let h(t) = Tr(Z( W(t)). Since ezrrihCt) = det( IV(t)), the winding number of 
det( W(t)) equals 
1 lim h(t) -c lim h(t) = 1 dim qj - c dim pj 
I 4 r,+ f + r,- 
and so o( U, V) = k( U, V). 1 
5. K-THEORY CONSEQUENCES 
Theorem 4.1 translates results involving o into results involving k, some 
of which might be difficult to prove working directly with Definition 1.2. 
For example, Proposition 5.4 establishes an upper bound on Ik( U, V)l 
which is used in [3] to show that all star-homomorphisms 
Q: C(lr’) -+ (Mp@x)- 
induce the same map on K-theory. 
A simple way to obtain upper-bounds on Iw(U, V)I is to use the follow- 
ing lemma, applied to I/ and U*VU. The expression 6 = (l/n) arc sin(sj2) 
appears because, if leZnix-e2aiYl =a, then lx- yj = 6, for Ix- yl < 4. 
Therefore, one consequence of this lemma is the estimate of Bhatia and 
Davis, Eq. (2.5). In fact, our proof is not unlike the proof of (2.5) given by 
Bhatia and Holbrook in [ 11, or Kato’s proof of Weyl’s estimate given in 
[6, Section 11.6.51. 
LEMMA 5.1. g E= JIU- VJI for U, VE%!(~), and 6 = (l/n) arc sin(s/2), 
then there exists an analytic path W(t) of unitaries from U to V and analytic 
paths i,(t), . . . . A,(t) of scalars such that 
(i) (e2niJ.l(f), ..., e2ni&(r)) are the eigenvalues of W(t), 
(ii) W(t) has length 27~6, and 
(iii) IA’(t)1 < 6. 
580/95/2-10 
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ProojI By the functional calculus, there exists a matrix K with 11 KIJ = d 
and eZrriK = U ’ V. Clearly, 
W(t) = UeZnirK, O<t< 1, 
is an analytic path of unitaries beginning at U and ending at V. As in 
Lemma 3.1, we express W(t) using analytic eigenvalues and eigenprojections, 
Wr)= c .uLk(t) Pk(l). 
k=l 
Let 1, (2) be (1/2ni) times any analytic logarithm of pk (t), Differentiating 
and multipling the result on the left by Pk(f), we obtain 
pu;tt) Pk(f) = Pk(t) W:pk(r). 
Taking the norm of both sides we get 
bLb(t)l G II VII. 
Now 
I( W”(r)ll = /12ziVKe2”ifKII = 21x5, 
which proves (ii), and so 
Differentiating e2”“k(‘) =pk (t) gives us 
271 I&r(~)1 =IPL;(f)l, 
and thus we have proven (iii). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For unitary matrices ZJ, VE %(n) with small /I [U, V] )I, 
IdQ VI Gn(Vn)arcsin(IlCV ~IIIP). 
Proof: Let W(t) be the path provided by Lemma 5.1, as applied to V 
and U* VU. Thus there are scalars ,I, (t), . . . . n,(t) such that 
det( W(t)) = exp(2zi(C n,(t)), 
In’(t)/ QS=(l/n)arcsin(IJ[U, VIII). 
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For small 11 [U, V] I), this path will be so short that it must be homotopic 
to the linear path. Therefore, 
and 
b(U, VI < c I&(l)-A,(O)1 <n6. m 
k=l 
We can obtain a more useful bound using the following simple result. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose a,, . . . . a, and PI, . . . . j,, are real numbers such that 
l”j-Bjl GE, j = 1, . . . . n. 
If, for some real number y, the sets 
A={j(cli=y} and B= {.i I Pj=Y> 
have at least m elements each, then 
Proof We leave it to the reader to check that there is a permutation o 
such that 
loLj-Po(j)l G2& 
for all j, and uj = /?,,Cj, for at least m values of j. This implies that 
FR~POSITION 5.4. Suppose U, V E 92(n) are almost commuting unitaries 
and either U or V has an eigenvalue repeated with multiplicity m. Then 
lo(U, V)l~2(n-m)(1/7~)arcsin(lI[U, V111/2). 
Proof: Let W(t), I.,(t), and 6 be as in the proof of Proposition 5.2. By 
adding a constant integer to each I,(t), we may also assume that 
-b<&(t)<l+d. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that - 1 is in the spectrum of 
V with multiplicity m. This means that the sets 
(k ( E.,(l)= ;} and (k I j+(O) = 1) 
are of cardinality m. Since l;lk ( 1) - ;lk (O)l < 6, 
Iw(U, V)l =c l&(l)-l”k(O)l<2(n-m)6. 1 
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